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Abstract—This paper analyzes the potential of cooperative proxy caching for peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic as a means to ease the burden
imposed by P2P traffic on Internet Service Providers (ISPs). In particular, we propose two models for cooperative caching of P2P
traffic. The first model enables cooperation among caches that belong to different autonomous systems (ASs), while the second
considers cooperation among caches deployed within the same AS. We analyze the potential gain of cooperative caching in these two
models. To perform this analysis, we conduct an eight-month measurement study on a popular P2P system to collect traffic traces for
multiple caches. Then, we perform extensive trace-based simulations to analyze different angles of cooperative caching schemes. Our
results demonstrate that: 1) significant improvement in byte hit rate can be achieved using cooperative caching, 2) simple object
replacement policies are sufficient to achieve that gain, and 3) the overhead imposed by cooperative caching is negligible. In addition,
we develop an analytic model to assess the gain from cooperative caching in different settings. The model accounts for number of
caches, salient P2P traffic features, and network characteristics. Our model confirms that substantial gains from cooperative caching
are attainable under wide ranges of traffic and network characteristics.
Index Terms—Peer-to-peer systems, caching, cooperative caching, traffic modeling.
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INTRODUCTION

P

EER-TO-PEER (P2P) systems currently generate a major
fraction of the total Internet traffic [1], [2], accounting
for as much as 60-70 percent of the traffic in some Internet
Service Providers (ISPs). Furthermore, it is expected that the
amount of P2P traffic will even increase in the future [3].
Previous studies, e.g., [4], have shown that the huge volume
of the P2P traffic multiplies the load on ISP networks and
increases the possibilities of network congestion. Increasing
the traffic load on ISP networks escalates the costs incurred
by ISPs to provision and run their networks. These costs
will, eventually, have to be passed to customers. In
addition, since the Internet is a shared platform, higher
chances of network congestion may indirectly degrade the
performance of other Internet applications.
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature
to reduce the impacts of P2P traffic. These include
enhancing traffic locality [4], [5] and traffic caching [6].
More aggressive approaches using devices for traffic
blocking and shaping have also been used in practice [7],
[8]. These aggressive approaches, however, may not always
be feasible for some ISPs because many of their clients like
to participate in P2P systems and might switch to other ISPs
if they were blocked. We believe that multiple approaches
will likely be required to mitigate the problems created by
the enormous amount of P2P traffic. For example, caching
can be used in conjunction with locality-aware neighbor
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selection algorithms [5] to further reduce the amount of
traffic downloaded from sources outside of the local
network domain.
We focus on exploring the full potential of caching P2P
file-sharing traffic (we refer to it simply as P2P traffic). In
particular, we study the models, benefits, and costs of
cooperative proxy caching for P2P traffic, where multiple
proxy caches cooperate with each other to serve P2P traffic.
Caching is a promising approach because objects in P2P
systems are mostly immutable [1] and the traffic is highly
repetitive [9]. In addition, caching does not require
changing the P2P protocols and can be deployed transparently from clients. Therefore, ISPs can readily deploy
caching systems to reduce their costs. In fact, several
commercial P2P caching products have already made it to
the market [10], [11], [12]. Efficient caching algorithms have
also been proposed in the literature [6], [13]. However, all of
these works and products are designed only for independent
caches, i.e., caches that are neither aware nor cooperate with
each other. Despite its great potential, as will be shown in
this paper, cooperative caching for P2P traffic has received
little attention in the literature. This is in contrast to the
significant research attention that has been paid to
cooperative caching of Web traffic, although its gain is
only achieved under certain conditions [14], [15], and even
in these cases, the gain may not be significant [16].
In this paper, we propose two models for cooperative
caching of P2P traffic. The first model enables cooperation
among caches that belong to different autonomous systems
(ASs), while the second considers cooperation among caches
deployed within the same AS. We analyze the potential gain
of cooperative caching in these two models. To perform this
analysis, we conduct an eight-month measurement study on
the Gnutella P2P system to collect traffic traces for multiple
caches. Then, we perform extensive trace-based simulations
to analyze different angles of cooperative caching schemes.
Our results demonstrate that: 1) significant improvement in
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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byte hit rate can be achieved using cooperative caching,
2) simple object replacement policies are sufficient to achieve
that gain, and 3) the overhead imposed by cooperative
caching is negligible. In addition, we develop an analytic
model to assess the gain from cooperative caching in
different settings. The analytic model complements our
simulation study, and it addresses questions such as what
happens if the P2P traffic characteristics and network
conditions were to vary over wide ranges of possible values.
The proposed model accounts for the number of caches,
salient P2P traffic features, and network characteristics. By
numerically analyzing the model, we confirm that substantial gains from cooperative caching are attainable under
wide ranges of traffic and network characteristics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we summarize the related work. In Section 3, we describe
different models for caching P2P traffic. We present our
measurement study in Section 4. In Section 5, we present
trace-based simulation experiments to show the potential of
cooperative caching. In Section 6, we propose and analyze
several object replacement policies for cooperative caching.
We also analyze the overhead introduced because of
cooperation among caches. The analytic model is presented
in Section 7. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2

RELATED WORK

Cooperative caching for Web traffic has been extensively
studied, see, for example, [14], [15], [16] and the references
therein. Using trace-based simulation and analytical analysis, Wolfman et al. [16] argue that cooperation yields
marginal benefits for Web caching. Lee et al. [15] show that
cooperation may be beneficial only in certain environments.
The gain from cooperation in Web caching is debatable due
to the following:
Web objects are fairly dynamic.
A Web proxy cache may be able to store most of the
popular objects locally.
3. The overhead imposed is high relative to object
sizes.
4. Latency could be increased due to looking up and
downloading objects from other caches.
None of the above reasons exists in the case of cooperative
caching of P2P traffic. First, most objects in P2P systems are
immutable [1]. Second, because P2P objects are several
order of magnitudes larger than Web objects [1], [13], it is
unlikely that a single cache can hold a reasonable fraction of
popular P2P objects to achieve high byte rate. The large
object sizes in P2P systems also make the overhead paid to
find and retrieve a requested object from other caches
negligible. Finally, adding a few hundred milliseconds of
latency to a P2P download is not a critical concern because
many sessions take long periods (minutes and even hours)
and they usually run in the background [1]. This is unlike
Web sessions in which latency is crucial. Therefore, we
believe that cooperative caching has a stronger case in P2P
systems than it had in the Web.
Caching of the P2P traffic has recently been studied in a
number of papers. The benefits of caching P2P traffic have
been shown in [9] and [4]. Leibowitz et al. [9] show that P2P
1.
2.
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traffic is highly repetitive, and therefore, amenable to
caching. The study in [4] suggests deploying caches or
making P2P protocols locality aware to reduce the load on
ISP networks. No caching algorithms were proposed in [9],
[4]. Caching algorithms designed for P2P traffic have been
proposed in [6] and in our previous work [13], [17]. In [6],
two object replacement algorithms are suggested: Minimum
Relative Size (MINRS) and Least Sent Byte (LSB). The first
algorithm evicts the object which has the least cached
fraction, and the second one evicts the object which served
the least number of bytes from the cache. In our previous
work [13], [17], we proposed a caching algorithm based on
segmentation and partial caching of objects. We also
designed and implemented a prototype for a proxy cache
for P2P traffic [18]. Shen et al. [19] propose using alreadydeployed Web caches to serve P2P traffic. This, however,
requires modifying the P2P protocols to wrap their
messages in HTTP format and to discover the location of
the nearest Web cache. Given the distributed and autonomous nature of the communities developing P2P client
software, incorporating these modifications into actual
clients may not be practical. Furthermore, previous works
have shown that the object replacement algorithms designed
for Web traffic may not yield good performance for the P2P
traffic [13]. All the of above works, including ours, target
independent caches and do not consider cooperation among
caches to further enhance the byte hit rate.
Finally, several measurement studies have analyzed
various aspects of P2P systems. Gummadi et al. [1] study
the object characteristics of P2P traffic and show that P2P
objects are mainly immutable, multimedia, large objects that
are downloaded at most once. The study demonstrates that
the popularity of P2P objects does not follow Zipf
distribution, which is usually used to model the popularity
of Web objects [20]. Sen and Wang [2] study the aggregate
properties of P2P traffic in a large-scale ISP and confirm that
P2P traffic does not obey Zipf distribution. Klemm et al. [21]
use two Zipf-like distributions to model query popularity in
Gnutella. While these measurement studies provide useful
insights on P2P systems, they were not explicitly designed
to study caching P2P traffic. They also did not provide
traces that can be used with different caches. Therefore, we
had to conduct our own measurement study.

3

MODELS FOR CACHING P2P TRAFFIC

3.1 Independent Proxy Caches
In independent caching, a cache is deployed near the
gateway routers of ASs that choose to employ caching to
reduce the burden of P2P traffic. See Fig. 1a, but note that
caches in different ASs work independently from each
other. In order to take full advantage of a deployed cache
and to avoid modifying the source code of P2P client
software, the cache should work in a transparent mode. This
is similar to Web caching systems such as Squid [22], where
the gateway router detects HTTP requests and forwards
them to the Web cache. Detecting P2P traffic, however, is a
bit more involved because many P2P systems use dynamic
ports and some of them even encrypt control packets.
Nonetheless, there have been several works on identifying
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Fig. 1. The proposed two models for cooperative caching of P2P traffic. (a) Cooperation among caches in different ASs. (b) Cooperation among
caches within a large ISP.

P2P traffic based on application signatures [23] and
connection patterns [24]. Many commercially available
P2P traffic shaping and blocking products, e.g., Packeteer
[7] and P-Cube [8], already identify most of the packets
belonging to P2P systems.
As argued in [6], [13], the primary goal of caching P2P
traffic is to reduce the load on backbone links, and hence,
reduce the operational costs of ISPs. To reflect this goal, we
choose the byte hit rate as the main performance metric for
evaluating caching systems for P2P traffic. The byte hit rate
(BHR) is defined as the ratio of the number of bytes served
from the cache to the total number of bytes transferred.
Note that, unlike the case of caching Web traffic, the hit
rate—defined as the ratio of the number of objects served
from the cache to the total number of objects transferred—
may not be well defined in the P2P case [6]. This is because
requests in P2P systems are typically issued for segments of
objects, not for entire objects.

3.2 Cooperative Proxy Caches in Different ASs
The first model for cooperation considered in this paper is
depicted in Fig. 1a. In this model, caches deployed in
different ASs cooperate with each other to serve requests
from clients in their networks. The cooperating ASs may
have a peering relationship to carry each other’s traffic, or
they can be located within the same geographical area such
as a city where the bandwidth within the region is typically
more abundant than the bandwidth on long-haul, intercity,
links. As a concrete example, consider the Metropolitan
Vancouver Area in British Columbia, Canada. Several
universities serve this area, including SFU, UBC, BCIT,
among others. Each university is a different AS with its own
network. All university ASs are interconnected through a
very high speed (gigabits per second optical links) network
called BCNET. The bandwidth among university ASs is
abundant. On the other hand, the university ASs are
connected to the rest of the Internet through commercial

ISPs such as Telus and Shaw. The links to the Internet have
much smaller bandwidth (tens of megabits per second) and
they cost significantly more money than BCNET. In this
example, if the universities in Vancouver were to deploy
caches for P2P traffic and enable cooperation among these
caches over BCNET, they would achieve significant reduction in their bills for accessing the Internet.
Caches cooperating with each other form what we call a
cache group. The cooperation in the cache group works as
follows: When a cache receives a request for an object that it
does not store locally, it first finds out whether another
cache in the cache group has the requested object. If any of
them does have the object, the object is directly served to the
requesting client. If otherwise, the request is forwarded to
external sources. Communication and object lookup inside
the cache group can be done in several ways. For example, a
centralized directory can be used, similar to the CRISP
protocol [25], [26] proposed for cooperative Web caching.
The lookup process is straightforward in this case and it
requires only two messages. However, the directory is a
single point of failure and it requires frequent updates from
participating caches. We adopt distributed lookup methods.
One distributed lookup method is using the Internet Cache
Protocol (ICP) [27], [28], which is implemented on top of the
open-source Squid Web cache [22]. We note that minor
modifications to ICP will need to be made to support the
P2P traffic case. For example, two fields should be added to
the query messages of ICP to indicate the start and end of
the requested byte range because clients in P2P systems
request segments of objects, not full objects at once.

3.3 Cooperative Proxy Caches within the Same AS
The second model for cooperation proposed in this paper is
for caches deployed within the same AS, as shown in Fig. 1b.
This model is suitable for a large ISP with multiple access/
exit points. The network of such ISPs is composed of multiple
points of presence (POPs) interconnected with high-speed
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Fig. 2. Locations of peers in two large ASs in US. (a) Cox Communications (AS 11715). (b) AT&T-Comcast (AS 1859).

optical links. ISPs provide Internet access to their customers
at POPs. The links inside an ISP are usually overprovisioned.
ISPs are attached to the Internet through inter-ISP links. InterISP links are usually the bottlenecks of the Internet and where
congestion occurs. In addition, the inter-ISP links are
expensive because an ISP either pays another ISP for carrying
its traffic (in a customer-provider relationship) or it needs to
mutually carry the same amount of traffic from the other ISP
(in a peer-to-peer relationship) [29]. Deploying cooperative
caches in such large ISPs would save a huge amount of P2P
traffic from going on the inter-ISP links, and thus, would
reduce the costs incurred by ISPs, because the cost of the
internal links (between caches) is much smaller than the cost
of inter-ISP links [30]. Caching would also benefit clients
because their traffic will traverse fewer inter-ISP links, which
are more susceptible to overload and congestion.
As concrete examples for this model of cooperative
caching, we show in Fig. 2 the distribution of clients in two
large ASs in US: AS 11715 (Cox Communications) and AS
1859 (AT&T-Comcast). We discuss how we created this
map in Section 5. Since ISPs provide Internet access to their
customers at POPs, they are the natural locations for
deploying caches. Therefore, caches would be near client
clusters, somewhere inside the rectangles in Fig. 2. Caches
would cooperate to serve requests from P2P clients in the
same AS in order to save traffic on expensive inter-ISP links.
The cooperation among these caches employs protocols
similar to the ones described in the previous section.
We note that cooperation among caches within the same
AS would be easier to implement in practice than
cooperation among caches in different ASs. This is because
in the former case, all caches are owned and managed by a
single entity, while in the latter case, multiple parties are
involved. Moreover, political issues between different
parties might affect the decision of enabling cooperative
caching. Nonetheless, we hope that the significant potential
gains shown in this paper will motivate ASs to enable
cooperative caching. Finally, we mention that caching of
P2P traffic might raise some legal issues, similar to those
raised and addressed for caching of Web traffic about two
decades ago. Discussing these legal issues is outside the
scope of this paper.

4

MEASUREMENT STUDY AND TRACE COLLECTION

We are interested in studying the potential collaboration
among caches to reduce the WAN traffic imposed by P2P
systems. Ideally, we would like to have a trace showing
information about requested objects from each cache.
Although several P2P caching products have already been
introduced and deployed [10], [11], [12], we are not aware
of any public traces that can be used to study caching of P2P
traffic. Therefore, we conducted a measurement study on
the Gnutella file-sharing network [31] to collect and analyze
the characteristics of P2P traffic that would be observed by
many individual caches.
Gnutella has two kinds of peers: ultrapeers, characterized by high bandwidth and long connection periods, and
leaf peers, which are ordinary peers that only connect to
ultrapeers. Peers exchange several types of messages
including PING, PONG, QUERY, and QUERYHIT. We
modified a popular Gnutella client, called Limewire [32], to
run as a monitoring node. We ran our monitoring node in
the ultrapeer mode. It passively recorded the contents of all
QUERY and QUERYHIT messages passing through it
without injecting any traffic into the network.
Although we deployed only one ultrapeer, we configured
it to reach most of the Gnutella network as follows: We
increased the number of concurrent connections that it can
maintain to be up to 500. A regular ultrapeer allows up to 16
connections to other ultrapeers and up to 30 to leaf peers.
Effectively, our peer was worth more than 20-30 regular
ultrapeers. In many times, our peer was connected to more
than 350 other ultrapeers. Let us assume that each of these
350 ultrapeers connects to other 10 ultrapeers, on average,
each of them connects to other 10, and so on. Given that
queries in Gnutella are forwarded up to 7 hops among
ultrapeers, our peer was able to capture traffic from a huge
number of peers. In addition, our peer ran continuously for
eight months, while other peers joined and left the network.
This means that the 200-300 other peers connected to our
peer were continuously changing, which allowed our peer to
reach different and larger portions of the Gnutella network.
The measurement study was conducted between
16 January 2006 and 16 September 2006. Our measurement
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TABLE 1
Summary Statistics for the P2P Traffic Observed by Our
Monitoring Node in 10 ASs in the West Coast of North America

Fig. 3. Popularity of objects in P2P systems is better modeled by a
Mandelbrot-Zipf distribution.

peer was located at Simon Fraser University, Canada. But
since the Gnutella protocol does not favor nodes based on
their geographic locations [21], we were able to observe
peers from thousands of ASs across the globe. During the
eight months of the measurement, we recorded more than
288 million QUERY messages and 134 million QUERYHIT
messages issued from approximately 38 million peers
distributed over more than 17 thousand different ASs. The
large scale of our measurement study enables us to draw
solid conclusions on the potential cooperation among
caches for P2P traffic. We mention that these traces are
rigorously analyzed in our previous work [13], which
studies independent P2P caches with no cooperation
among them.
We construct the traces for individual ASs as follows:
When a peer replies with a QUERYHIT message for an
object, it means that this peer has a copy of this object. This
also means that most likely, this peer downloaded the object
sometime in the past. Since most downloads are served by
peers from outside the AS in which the client peer resides
[1], a cache would have observed this download if it had
been deployed at the gateway router of the client peer’s AS.
Thus, the trace for an AS is constructed by having one
request for each replica downloaded by a peer in that AS.
We use only the first QUERYHIT message sent by a peer for
a particular object, which is identified by the source IP
address and the object ID. Peers that replied earlier with
QUERYHITs for an object are assumed to have downloaded
the object earlier. Note that, from the cache perspective, the
exact time when the object was downloaded is not
important. It is the relative popularity of objects and the
distance between similar requests in the trace that matter.
These two issues are captured by our sequences.
An important aspect in caching P2P traffic is object
popularity. The authors of [1] show that object popularity
has a flattened head, and our previous work [13] confirms this
flattened head nature and presents an analytic model for it.
We illustrate this model in Fig. 3, which shows the object
popularity in a sample AS from our traces. The figure shows
that a Zipf-like distribution will overestimate the popularity
of objects near the head of the curve, which is the most
important for the cache. The figure also shows that a

generalized form of Zipf-like distributions, called Mandelbrot-Zipf [33], is a better model for object popularity in P2P
systems. The Mandelbrot-Zipf distribution defines the
probability of accessing an object at rank i out of N available
objects as:
fðiÞ ¼

K
;
ði þ qÞ

ð1Þ

P

where K ¼ 1=ð N
i¼1 1=ði þ qÞ Þ,  is the skewness factor,
and q  0 is a parameter that we call the plateau factor,
because it is the reason behind the plateau shape near to the
leftmost part of the distribution. We will use the Mandelbrot-Zipf popularity distribution in our analysis throughout
the paper.

5

THE POTENTIAL OF COOPERATIVE CACHING FOR
P2P TRAFFIC

In this section, we use our traces to study various aspects of
cooperative caching. We start by showing that cooperative
caching is needed to achieve high byte hit rates and to save
bandwidth on expensive links. Then, we demonstrate the
potential gain from cooperation in the two models
proposed in this paper.

5.1 The Need for Cooperation
We start our analysis by making the case for cooperative
caching of P2P traffic. We choose 10 different ASs from our
traces to see what would happen if each deployed a cache to
serve P2P traffic originated from a given geographical
region. As an example region, we select the West Coast of
North America. In this region, we choose the 10 ASs with the
largest amount of traffic seen in our traces to make our
results statistically significant. For each of these 10 ASs, we
find all requests issued from that AS. We use the IP
addresses of requests to map a request to an AS using the
GeoIP database, which is fairly accurate for cities in North
America [34]. We refer to this process as IP-to-AS mapping.
Since an AS can span multiple geographical regions, we
need to remove requests from outside the West Coast. We do
this by finding the geographical locations of the IP addresses
of requests again using the GeoIP database (this is referred to
as IP-to-geolocation mapping). Then, we remove all requests
that are not issued from clients in the West Coast. Table 1
lists the names and summary statistics for these 10 ASs.
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TABLE 2
P2P Traffic Statistics for Five ASs in Los Angeles

As Table 1 shows, the total size of unique objects observed
in each AS is too large to fit in a single cache. Note that these
statistics are for the data our monitoring node was able to
capture from only one P2P system (Gnutella). The actual
amount of P2P traffic for each AS is indeed much larger than
that is shown in Table 1. Thus, the unique objects may not fit
into one cache. In addition, as indicated by the flattened
head of the object popularity distribution in Fig. 3, the
probability of accessing objects is not concentrated in a few
objects as in the Zipf-like distribution case. Rather, it is
spread across a much larger number of objects. This means
that a single cache may not be able to store enough popular
objects to achieve a high byte hit rate. We contrast the need
for cooperative caching in the P2P traffic case against that
need in the Web traffic case. Previous studies, e.g., [16],
indicate that an individual cache could store most of the
cacheable Web objects. This is because Web objects have
relatively small sizes, and many Web caching products limit
the size of objects that can be stored locally.
In summary, given that individual caches may not have
enough capacity to store popular objects to achieve high
byte hit rate and that the P2P traffic can easily tolerate the
small delay that might result from cooperative caching, we
believe that cooperation among caches is needed to enhance
the byte hit rate and save more traffic from going on
expensive WAN links. It remains to see how much gain we
could achieve from cooperative caching, which we study in
the following two sections, and what costs are involved,
which we analyze in Section 6.3.

5.2

Gain from Cooperation among Caches in
Different ASs
We consider cooperation among ASs within the same city. We
select two large cities: New York City (NYC) and Los Angeles
(LA). In each city, we choose five popular ASs for the analysis.
Each AS is assumed to deploy a cache, and the five caches
form a cache group. Caches in the same group cooperate with
each other to serve P2P traffic originated from the city in
which they are located. Traces for caches in different ASs are
created using the same IP-to-AS and IP-to-geolocation
mapping methods explained in Section 5.1. Summary
statistics about the five ASs in LA are listed in Table 2.
To assess the potential of cooperative caching, we conduct
several simulation experiments to compare the byte hit rate
in the cooperative caching case versus the byte hit rate in the
independent caching case. We analyze the performance of
the two cache groups in LA and NYC. We consider two
realistic (online) replacement policies: cooperative Least
Recently Used (denoted by cLRU) and cooperative Least
Frequently Used (denoted by cLFU). Their counterparts in

Fig. 4. Comparison between independent and cooperative caching for
caches deployed in five ASs in Los Angeles. Sample results are shown
for AS 2161.

the independent caching case are referred to as iLRU and
iLFU, respectively. cLRU (and similarly cLFU) works as
follows: When a cache observes a miss and the object is
found in another cache in the group, the object is downloaded from that cache but it is not stored locally. In this case,
we have only one copy of any object within the cache group.
The remote cache updates its data structure as if it had a hit
from a local client. In this manner, all caches in the group
cooperate to implement a group-wide LRU policy.
We vary the size of individual caches from 100 GB to
5 TB, and we compute the byte hit rate achieved by iLRU
versus cLRU and iLFU versus cLFU for each cache in the
two cache groups. A sample of the results is shown in Fig. 4,
other figures are similar. The figure implies that significant
gains in byte hit rate can be achieved by cooperation among
caches. For example, with a cache of size 2 TB, the byte hit
rate achieved by cLFU is almost double that achieved by
iLFU. In addition, the gain improves as the cache size
increases, which is expected in the future as storage prices
keep dropping. Thus, cooperation among caches is beneficial even when ASs deploy caches with large storage
systems (several terabytes) because of the huge of amount
of the P2P traffic.
In another experiment, we fix the cache size at 1 TB and
compute the potential improvement in byte hit rate due to
cooperation among caches in the same group. We compute
the percentage of improvement in byte hit rate, which is the
difference between the byte hit rates of cLRU and iLRU
normalized by the byte hit rate of iLRU. We repeat the
experiment for cLFU and iLFU. The results for the cache
group in LA are given in Fig. 5; the results for the cache
group in NYC are similar. The figure shows that up to
330 percent improvement in byte hit rate can be achieved for
some ASs. The average gain across all five ASs is more than
120 percent. Fig. 5 also indicates that different replacement
policies may yield different gains, and more importantly,
some ASs may benefit more than others from cooperation.
We elaborate more on this important issue in Section 6.2.
The experiments in this section show that the byte hit
rate could be doubled or tripled in some cases because of
cooperation. Considering the huge volume of the P2P
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Fig. 5. Gain from cooperation using cLFU and cLRU replacement
policies for five ASs in Los Angeles.

traffic, even 1 percent improvement in byte hit rate accounts
to saving in the order of terabytes of traffic on the expensive
WAN links. Therefore, the large savings from cooperation
will serve as an incentive for ISPs to deploy caches and
enable cooperation among them.

5.3

Gain from Cooperation among Caches within
the Same AS
In this section, we study the potential gain from cooperation
between caches deployed within the same AS. We choose
several large ASs with clients distributed over many
locations in North America. For each AS, we use the GeoIP
database to map the IP addresses of clients in that AS to
their geographical locations. The GeoIP database returns the
latitude and longitude of a given IP address. We use Matlab
to plot these values on the map of North America. Fig. 2
shows the distribution of clients in two large ISPs in USA.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, the POPs of an AS are the
usual locations for deploying caches. The exact locations of
ISP’s POPs, however, are not public information.1 Therefore, we had to approximate the locations of major POPs.
Intuitively, a POP will be near the clustering of many
clients. In Fig. 2, we draw rectangles around apparent
clustering of clients in our traces. We assume that the AS
deploys a cache somewhere in each of these rectangles.
Then, we create traffic traces for each cache by considering
only requests from clients falling inside the rectangle in
which the cache exists. Note that the approximate locations
of caches do not affect the analysis of cooperative caching
because they could only change the delay between a cache
and its clients by a few milliseconds, which is a negligible
effect in P2P traffic that runs in the background for much
longer periods (minutes).
Similar to the previous case, we study the gain from
cooperation under cLFU and cLRU policies versus iLFU
and iLRU policies, respectively. Some of the results are
shown for AS 11715 in Fig. 6. The results confirm that the
byte hit rate could be significantly increased with cooperation among caches. Therefore, we can conclude that
cooperation improves byte hit rates in both cooperation
models considered in this paper.
1. We are aware of the Rocketfuel project [35], [36], which infers ISP
topologies. We did not, however, find the topologies of the ISPs considered
in our analysis in the data available from [36].
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Fig. 6. Comparison between independent and cooperative caching for
caches deployed in the same AS. Sample results are shown for AS
11715.

6

REPLACEMENT POLICIES AND COOPERATION
OVERHEAD

A replacement policy is used when a cache needs to evict an
object (or a few objects) to make room for a newly requested
one. The replacement policy is an important component of
any caching system, and it is specially so for a P2P cache
because of the large size of objects, and therefore, the
limited number of them that a cache can store. In addition,
replacement policies not only affect the total byte hit rate of
the caching system, but they also impact the relative gain of
individual caches in the cache group, as we will demonstrate in this section. Furthermore, different replacement
policies impose different amounts of overheads, which are
important to analyze in order to assess the net benefits of
cooperative caching.
In this section, we first describe and analyze various
replacement policies for cooperative caching. Then, we
study the effect of the replacement policies on the gain
achieved by different ASs and evaluate the overhead
imposed due to cooperation among caches.

6.1 Replacement Policies for Cooperative Caching
We have already described two online replacement policies
for cooperative caching in Section 5.2: cLFU and cLRU.
cLFU and cLRU implement group-wide LFU and LRU
policies, respectively. The authors of [6] have proposed a
few replacement policies designed for caching P2P traffic.
The LSB was shown to outperform other policies proposed
in [6]. LSB works for individual caches and it evicts the
object that has the minimum number of bytes transmitted
from the cache. We consider the cooperative version of LSB,
which is denoted by cLSB, as a candidate policy for
cooperative caching. cLSB implements a group-wide LSB.
All of the cLFU, cLRU, and cLSB replacement policies try to
increase the total byte hit rate across all caches. In that sense
they are global in nature. Therefore, they may evict locally
popular objects from their caches if the global popularity of
these objects is not high compared to other objects in the
cache group. That is, the byte hit rate of some caches might
be sacrificed for enhancing the total byte hit rate of the
whole cache group. This uncertainty in the gain from
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cooperation might discourage ASs from enabling cooperation among caches.
To mitigate this problem, we propose a simple model for
object replacement in cooperative caching. We call this
model cooperative caching with selfish replacement. Under
this model, a cache cooperates by serving requests issued
from other caches in the cache group if it has them. The
object replacement policy, however, bases its decision to
evict objects only on local information of individual caches.
We apply the selfish model on the three object replacement
policies described above. This results in three new policies:
sLFU, sLRU, and sLSB, where the prefix “s” means that the
policy is “selfish.” For example, a cache running sLRU
replaces objects that have not been requested for the longest
period of time from its clients, i.e., clients from the AS in
which the cache is deployed.
We use our traces to analyze the performance of different
replacement policies. We implemented the six policies
described above: sLRU, sLFU, sLSB, cLRU, cLFU, and cLSB
in our cooperative caching simulator. For each policy, we
run four simulation experiments: 1) two for cooperation
among caches in different ASs (the five caches in LA and
the five caches in NYC) and 2) two for cooperation among
caches within the same AS (AS 11715 and AS 1859).
Therefore, we have a total of 24 simulation experiments,
and each is run on an eight-month trace of requests. We
study the replacement policies along multiple performance
metrics. First, we consider the total byte hit rate achieved by
each cache, which is defined as the number of bytes served
from any cache in the group (including the local one) over
the total number of bytes requested by the clients behind
that cache. Then, we differentiate between bytes served
from the local cache and bytes served from other caches in
the cache group. We make this distinction because bytes
served from other caches typically cost more (in terms of
bandwidth and latency) than bytes served locally. We use
L-BHR to refer to the byte hit rate achieved by serving
objects only from the local cache, and G-BHR to refer to the
byte hit rate from the whole cache group excluding the local
one. Clearly, the total byte hit rate is the summation of LBHR and G-BHR.
A sample of our results for the cache group in LA is
shown in the bar charts in Fig. 7. The figure shows the
average byte hit rates (L-BHR and G-BHR) for the five ASs
in LA. Similar results were obtained for the other cache
groups in NYC, AS 11715, and AS 1859. The results shown
in Fig. 7 indicate that cLRU outperforms all other policies in
terms of the total byte hit rate (L-BHR þ G-BHR). However,
the simpler (selfish) sLRU is not too far from it. In fact,
sLRU is better in terms of local byte hit rates, which are
more valuable. The reason that both LRU versions perform
well is that the P2P traffic observes a good degree of
temporal locality [17], as popular objects tend to stay
popular for some time, then they gradually lose popularity.

6.2

Replacement Policies and Relative Gain from
Cooperation
We noticed in Section 5.2 that some ASs may benefit more
than others from cooperation. The experiments in that
section are limited to only five ASs and they are all fairly
large in terms of the amount of traffic seen in each AS. In
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Fig. 7. Comparison among six replacement policies in terms of achieved
group (G-BHR) and local (L-BHR) byte hit rates when cooperation is
done among caches in different ASs in Los Angeles.

this section, we expand the level of cooperation to include
64 ASs with different sizes and we study the relative gain of
each AS. For each of these 64 ASs, we create a trace file that
contains requests observed in that AS. Then, we determine
the number of objects seen in each trace file. We rank the
ASs based on the number of objects that are requested in
their corresponding trace files.
We simulate a cooperative cache group that contains all
of the 64 ASs. We repeat the experiment several times, and
each time, we use a different replacement policy to compute
the gain in byte hit rate for each AS. For example, if cLFU is
used, we measure the byte hit rate achieved by each AS
when it cooperates with the others. We also measure the
byte hit rates when ASs do not cooperate with each other,
but each of them deploys a cache that uses iLFU. We
compute the gain in byte hit rate due to cooperation (cLFUiLFU) and normalize it by the byte hit rate of iLFU. We
summarize the results in the scatter diagram in Fig. 8, where
the x-axis represents the number of objects seen in an AS and
the y-axis represents the percentage of improvement in byte
hit rate observed by that AS because of cooperation.
Our results, two samples of them are shown in Fig. 8,
imply that: 1) the selfish replacement policies (sLRU, sLFU,
and sLSB) sort of equalize the relative gain from cooperation
across all ASs and 2) among the selfish policies, sLRU
produces the smallest improvement gap between ASs. For
example, comparing Fig. 8a versus Fig. 8b indicates that
there are a fewer number of ASs that achieve gain less than
10 percent under sLRU than under sLFU. Moreover, most of
the dots representing gains of different ASs for sLFU in
Fig. 8b are spread over a larger range of the y-axis than they
are for sLRU in Fig. 8a. We note that the few ASs that did not
gain much from cooperation are the ones with few objects
(concentrated at the lower left part of the figure). These ASs
achieved relatively high byte hit rates with independent
caching, and thus, the relative improvement from cooperation was not significant. Therefore, cooperation may not be
beneficial for ASs with small amount of P2P traffic.
In summary, the experiments in this section show that
sLRU achieves high byte hit rates and produces the smallest
differences in byte hit rate improvement among ASs with
different sizes. In addition, as will be shown in the next
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Fig. 8. Relative gain in byte hit rates when 64 ASs of different sizes cooperate with each other. (a) sLRU Gain. (b) sLFU Gain.

section, sLRU imposes the least amount of overhead.
Therefore, we believe that the simple sLRU replacement
policy is a good candidate for realizing the potential
benefits of cooperative caching for P2P traffic.

6.3 Overhead Analysis in Cooperative Caching
Analyzing the overhead imposed by cooperative caching
schemes is critical in understanding the net benefit of
employing these schemes [14]. In cooperative Web caching,
the overhead is one of the factors that plagued its wide
deployment. We show below that this is not the case in
cooperative caching for P2P traffic.
By overhead we mean the additional number of bytes
transmitted beyond the transfer of the requested objects
themselves. As mentioned in Section 3.2, we use the ICP [27],
[28] to facilitate communication and object lookup among
caches. We have implemented the ICP protocol in our
cooperative caching simulator. We compute the overhead
imposed by different replacement policies. As before, we
consider the two caching groups in LA and NYC and the two
caching groups within AS 11715 and AS 1859. We count the
number of bytes that are exchanged by the ICP protocol and
divide that number by the total number of transferred bytes.
The results for the cache group in LA are shown in Fig. 9. The
figure implies that the maximum overhead imposed by
cooperative caching is less than 0.003 percent for all policies,
which is indeed negligible. The figure also shows that sLRU
has the smallest overhead. This is because sLRU has higher
local byte hit rate (L-BHR), as discussed in the previous
section. Local hits do not impose overhead because they do
not require sending ICP queries to other caches.

7

and across ASs. The model considers m caches deployed in
different ASs and cooperating with each other. We refer to
these m caches as a cache group. We use abstract costs in
our analysis to make the model more general. For example,
if the costs are set as delays, the model can be used to
analyze the average latency perceived by clients (as it is
usually done in Web caching). On the other hand, if we set
the costs as dollars per bytes, the model would allow us to
analyze the average saving in the operational costs
observed by an AS because of cooperative caching.
Analyzing the saving is more relevant to ASs that are
interested in deploying caches to reduce the burden
imposed by the sheer volume of the P2P traffic.
We denote the cost of retrieving an object by a client
from: 1) its local cache by l ; 2) another cache in the group
byg ; and 3) an external source (i.e., other peer(s) in the P2P
network) by e . The total number of objects in the system is
denoted by N. The relative popularity of an object i is given
by fðiÞ, which follows the Mandelbrot-Zipf model described in Section 4.
For the feasibility of the analysis, we make the following
assumptions: In Section 7.4, we relax most of the assumptions
used in deriving the analytic model and validate our analysis

ANALYTIC MODEL

In this section, we analyze the benefits of cooperative
caching for P2P traffic using a simple analytic model.

7.1 Model Parameters and Assumptions
The model captures the most important parameters in the
caching system, including object popularity, number of
caches, and the relative cost of network links inside an AS

Fig. 9. Comparison among six replacement policies in terms of traffic
overhead. Data are shown for five cooperating ASs in Los Angeles.
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using simulation. First, all caches have the same storage size.
Second, since objects in P2P systems are divided into equalsized segments, we carry out our analysis in terms of
segments. BitTorrent, for example, typically divides an object
into 16 KB segments. All segments of the same object are
assumed to have the same popularity. This is not unrealistic
in P2P file-sharing systems, which unlike video streaming
systems download segments in random order and all
segments are needed for the object to be useful. Therefore,
for clarity of the presentation, we treat segments as small
objects. Given the first assumption, each cache can store up to
k segments. Our third assumption in the analysis is that
caches observe similar relative popularity of objects. That is,
popular objects in one AS are likely to be popular in other
ASs. This is also not unrealistic in P2P systems, which have
no sense of network locality and in which popular objects
typically attract global client populations. Our traces confirm
this intuition as discussed in Section 7.4.

7.2 Performance of Cooperative Caching
The goal of our analysis is to determine the saving achieved
due to cooperation. To do this, we first compute the cost in
the independent caching case. Then, we compute the cost in
the cooperative caching case and compare them.
For the independent caching case, no cooperation among
caches is performed, and we assume that each cache uses a
popularity-based local replacement policy such as the least
frequently used (LFU) policy. Given the above assumptions,
the cost of serving N objects from clients in an AS is given by
Cind ¼ l

N
X
i¼1

fðiÞ þ e

N
X

fðiÞ;

ð2Þ

i¼kþ1

where fðiÞ is the probability of accessing the object at rank i,
and l and e are the costs of downloading an object from the
local cache and an external source, respectively. Note that
objects are ranked based on their relative popularity such
that fðiÞ  fðjÞ for all i < j. The above equation represents
the average cost because, for large N, in the steady state, the
cache stores the most k popular objects. The second term in
(2) is the cost of retrieving objects k þ 1; k þ 2; . . . ; N from
external sources because the first k objects are stored in the
cache. The first term is the cost of all objects because they
impose local l cost regardless whether they are stored in the
cache or not. Note also that because of the lack of cooperation
and by the similar relative popularity of objects assumption,
all caches will end up storing the same top k popular objects.
In the cooperative caching case, when a cache receives a
request for an object that it does not store, it first forwards
this request to other caches in the cache group. If any of
them has the requested object, the object is served to the
client (with a cost g þ l ). If otherwise, the object is
downloaded from an external source (with a cost e þ l ).
In addition, the caches coordinate the replacement of
objects. In particular, when an object eviction needs to be
made by a cache, that cache chooses the least popular object
in the cache group. The cost of serving N objects from
clients in an AS in the cooperative caching case has three
components: cost of serving locally stored objects, cost of
serving objects stored on other caches in the cache group,
and cost of serving objects from external sources. Thus, the
total cost is given by

Ccoop ¼ l

N
X
i¼1

fðiÞ þ g

mk
N
X
m  1X
fðiÞ þ e
fðiÞ:
m i¼1
i¼mkþ1
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ð3Þ

Note that the middle term in (3) represents the additional
objects stored in the cache group. Since g  e , the
cooperative caching model will keep at most one copy of
any object in the cache group. Thus, the total number of
objects stored in the cache group is mk. Consider any cache
in the cache group. If this cache receives a request for any of
the mk objects stored in the cache group, it will serve it
locally with probability 1=m, and from another cache in the
group with probability ðm  1Þ=m. In the latter case, there is
an additional cost of g to serve the object.
We define the relative saving in cost due to the
cooperation as  ¼ ðCind  Ccoop Þ=Cind . After substituting
the Mandelbrot-Zipf popularity model in (2) and (3), we get
the following:
P
Pmk 1
1
m1
e mk
i¼kþ1 ðiþqÞ  g m
i¼1 ðiþqÞ
Pn
Pn
:
ð4Þ
¼
1
1
l i¼1 ðiþqÞ þ e i¼kþ1 ðiþqÞ

To simplify the above equation, we set the local cost l to 0
because it is typically much smaller than the external cost e
and the intercache cost g . In addition, l is incurred in both the
independent and the cooperative caching cases. Thus, it is not
a differentiating factor in determining the potential gain of
cooperation. We further define  ¼ g =e , which is the relative
cost of serving an object from the cache group to the cost of
serving it from an external source. We carry out our analysis
P
1
in terms of . We also denote the expression yi¼x ðiþqÞ
 by
Sðx; yÞ for clarity. Thus, the saving in the cost due to the
cooperation among m caches is given by


1
m1
Sðk þ 1; mkÞ  
Sð1; mkÞ :
ð5Þ
¼
Sðk þ 1; NÞ
m
The gain from cooperative caching in the above equation
models the three most important aspects of the system:
1) traffic characteristics in terms of  and q of the
Mandelbrot-Zipf popularity distribution; 2) network characteristics captured by ; and 3) the cache group characteristics captured by the number of caches m and the capacity
of each cache k.

7.3 Numerical Analysis
We numerically analyze the gain (or saving in the cost) due
to the cooperative caching given by (5). We consider one
parameter at a time, while fixing all others at reasonable
values. We start by studying the impact of traffic characteristics on the gain from cooperative caching. In our analysis,
the traffic characteristics are modeled by the skewness
parameter  and the plateau parameter q of the MandelbrotZipf popularity distribution. We fix the number of caches m
at 8 and  at 0.1. We also fix the storage capacity of
individual caches. The storage capacity is represented as the
ratio of objects that can be stored in the cache k to the total
number of objects N. Note that N is the number of unique
objects, not the total amount of P2P traffic. We call k=N the
relative cache size, and it is set to 0.5 percent.
In Fig. 10a, we vary  between 0.4 and 1.2. Larger 
values mean that the popularity curve is more skewed,
which implies that the top-ranked objects receive higher
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Fig. 10. Numerical results of the analytic model. (a) and (b) The impact of traffic characteristics on the gain from cooperative caching. (c) The impact
of changing the relative cost of internal to external links  on the gain from cooperative caching.

fractions of the requests. We plot the gain from cooperation
 versus  for three representative q values: 0, 20, and 100.
As shown in the figure, a significant gain of up to 40 percent
can be achieved by cooperative caching. Fig. 10a demonstrates an interesting feature in cooperative caching: the gain
is more robust against larger values of the skewness
parameter  for P2P traffic than for Web traffic. Web traffic
follows a Zipf-like distribution [20], which is a MandelbrotZipf with q ¼ 0. Thus, as shown in Fig. 10a, when 
increases, the gain from cooperation diminishes quickly for
Web traffic. On the other hand, the plateau factor q
somewhat mitigates the effect of large  values for P2P
traffic. This is because the Mandelbrot-Zipf distribution has
a flattened head (see Fig. 3), which indicates that even with
large  values, the requests are spread over more objects in
the head of the popularity distribution. Since more objects in
the head of the popularity distribution require larger storage
capacities, cache cooperation will be more beneficial.
Next, we analyze the impact of changing the plateau
parameter q. In Fig. 10b, we vary q between 0 and 100, and plot
the gain from cooperation  for three values of . The results
in Fig. 10b indicate that large values of q achieve higher gains
from cooperation. This is because when q is small, the head of
the popularity distribution is less flattened and the impact of
the skewness parameter on the gain is higher. Nonetheless,
for typical q values (more than 10 as shown in [13]), the gain
from cooperation is at least 20 percent.
Next, we vary  and study the gain from cooperation.
Fig. 10c shows that the gain from cooperation is still
achievable even if the relative cost of serving an object from
the cache group to the cost of serving it from external
sources is fairly large. This is more apparent when the
plateau parameter is not zero, which is the typical case in
P2P traffic. This confirms the viability of cooperative
caching for P2P traffic in different environments. Finally,
we analyze the impact of the cache group characteristics on
the gain from cooperative caching. We vary the number of
caches from 2 to 24 and compute the gain from cooperation.
The results, shown in Fig. 11, indicate that the cooperation
is beneficial for cache groups of different sizes.

7.4 Analysis Validation Using Simulation
In this section, we relax the assumptions made in the
analysis and verify that our results still hold. We simulate a
cooperative caching group that uses the online replacement
policies: iLFU and cLFU. Our simulator uses synthetic
traces with controlled (realistic) object and popularity
characteristics, which are generated as follows: We create

105 objects and we choose their sizes based on the object
size distribution observed in our traces collected from the
widely deployed Gnutella P2P system. The popularity for
these objects is assigned using the Mandelbrot-Zipf distribution with different values for  and q. We use eight
caches in the simulation. A total of 106 requests are
generated for all caches. We also randomly assign  values
for the caches, i.e., the cost of downloading an object from
another cache is no longer a constant. As in the analytical
analysis, we define the gain from cooperation , as the total
cost of iLFU minus cLFU normalized by iLFU.
We study the impact of all parameters on the gain ,
including , q, cache size, and . Samples of our results are
shown in Figs. 12a and 12b. In Fig. 12a, we vary the
parameters of the popularity distribution and measure the
achieved gain. The figure shows very similar pattern as
Fig. 10a: the gain in cooperative caching is robust against
wide ranges of  and q values. The figure also shows that
for q ¼ 0 (i.e., Web traffic), the gain drops quickly as the
skewness parameter  increases. In Fig. 12b, we vary the
network parameter . Again, simulation results are similar
to the analytical results in Fig. 10c. The results confirm that
in P2P systems where q is large, the gain from cooperation is
significant for different network environments. Note that
our goal from this simulation is to validate the behavior (not
the exact performance values) of cooperative caching
predicted by our analytic analysis. We used different (more

Fig. 11. The impact of number of caches on the gain from cooperation.
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Fig. 12. Validation of our analytic results. (a) and (b) Simulation experiments using online policies on actual traces yield similar behavior as our
analytic model.

realistic) parameters in the simulation than the ones used in
the numerical analysis in Section 7.3.
Finally, we verify that the assumption of similar object
popularity in different ASs is realistic. We study the
popularity of objects in different ASs from our Gnutella
traces. We choose the most popular 100 objects across all
ASs, i.e., objects that received the highest number of
requests in all ASs combined (global popularity). Then,
we find the most popular 100 objects in each AS (local perAS popularity). We compute for each AS the percentage of
objects that are common in the top 100 globally popular
objects and the top 100 locally popular objects. The results
are shown in Fig. 13 for 10 different ASs (the dark bars). The
figure shows that for any of the 10 ASs, at least about
30 percent of the locally popular objects are also globally
popular. The figure also compares the top 100 locally
popular objects versus the top 200 globally popular objects
(the light bars). The results show that a significant portion
of the locally popular objects observes high popularity in all
ASs. We repeated the experiment for the top 1,000 and 2,000
popular objects and obtained similar results.

8

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analyzed the potential gain of cooperative
caching for P2P traffic. We proposed two models for
cooperation: 1) among caches deployed in different ASs
and 2) among caches deployed within a large AS. In both
models, caches cooperate to save bandwidth on expensive
WAN links. We collected traces from an eight-month
measurement study on a popular P2P system. The traces
describe object requests that would have been seen by many
caches if they were deployed in ASs operating in different
geographical regions and have different number of clients.
We designed many trace-based simulation experiments to
rigorously analyze various aspects of cooperative caching.
Our results show that cooperative caching is viable for P2P
traffic because it could improve the byte hit rate by up to
330 percent in some cases. Considering the huge volume of
the P2P traffic, even 1 percent improvement in byte hit rate
accounts to saving in the order of terabytes of traffic on the
expensive WAN links. The large savings from cooperation
could serve as an incentive for ISPs to deploy caches and
enable cooperation among them. Our results also show that
the overhead imposed because of cooperation among caches
is negligible, less than 0.003 percent of the total traffic.
In addition, we proposed simple models for object
replacement policies in cooperative caching systems. These
models allow an individual cache to cooperate with other
caches, but without harming its own performance. This is
done by making the decision to replace an object from the
cache based only on local information from that cache.
Furthermore, we used an analytic model to assess the gain
from cooperative caching under different traffic and network characteristics. Our model confirms that substantial
gains from cooperation are possible under wide ranges of
traffic and network characteristics. We validated the results
from our analysis using simulations, where most of the
assumptions made in the analysis were relaxed.
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